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Prefix Orders as a General Model of Dynamics

P.J.L. Cuijpers

December 20, 2013

Abstract

In this report we formalize and study the notion of prefix order on the
executions of general dynamical systems and use basic category theory
to show that appropriate structure preserving maps between such orders
lead to the well-known notions of bisimulation, refinement, product, and
union of behavior, without relying on a notion of ’next state’. Thus these
notions are generalized to apply to arbitrary dynamical systems, including
continuous and hybrid systems 1.

1 Introduction

When confronted with a new type of dynamical system, one of the the first
questions that arises is: ”how does this system behave?” Also, any book that
studies the dynamics of a computational system, a control system, a physical
system, a biological system, etc., starts by defining in some way ”what the
executions of such a system look like.” As an example, in automata and process
theory, executions are described as runs over a transition system [1], while in
control theory, executions are usually functions of time to some variable-space
[10]. In hybrid and cyber-physical systems theory, these two notions have been
combined by defining time as a mix of continuous and discrete steps [4].

The notion of ‘a set of executions’ appears to be crucial in the study of dy-
namical systems, and while executions are often defined as functions of time,
there is still much debate on what an appropriate notion of ‘time’ is. For this
reason, we would like to characterize the essential properties of a set of execu-
tions without considering the notion of time. Admittedly, the word ‘essential’
here is biased towards process theory, for in this paper the notion of execution
of a dynamical system is generalised in such a way that computer-science no-
tions like implementation, refinement, specification, parallel composition and
branching bisimulation are still defined in a natural way.

Using category theory as a compass, we start by formally defining our ’ob-
ject of study’ in the next section. We give axioms that characterize the idea of a
‘prefix order’ on executions, and use this idea as a basis throughout the remain-
der of the paper. In the subsequent sections, we propose different ‘structure

1This report is an elaboration of the work presented at the DCM 2013 conference in Buenos
Aires [3].
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preserving maps’ to characterize the different notions from computer science
mentioned above. We start by considering refinements, or history preserving
maps, and show the rich mathematical structure that arises from them. Then
we descent to the substructure of future preserving refinements and show the re-
lation with branching bisimulation equivalence as we know it from concurrency
theory.

In this paper, we only develop a very basic theory of dynamics. Admittedly,
this may raise more questions than it answers, and many possible continua-
tions for research impose themselves immediately. In the concluding section,
we sketch a number of directions for future research in which we expect the
proposed generalization to be useful.

2 Prefix Orders

In [9, 5] the notion of branching bisimulation is studied on runs over a transition
system, rather than on the transition systems themselves. The authors show
that after unfolding a transition system into its set of executions, branching
bisimulation can be characterized using forward- and backward- bisimulation
relations. It was observed in [5] that the resulting definition of bisimulation
only uses the notion of ‘prefix’ on the runs, rather than requiring a notion of
‘silent-steps followed by a single observable step’. This observation becomes
important when developing a notion of bisimulation that works for arbitrary
types of execution, such as continuous execution, in which a notion of ’next
step’ does not always exist. Moreover, the subsequent sections show that just
capturing the notion of prefix order on executions in an order theoretic fashion
already gives us a very flexible general model of dynamics.

In literature, the notion of ‘prefix’ is often defined using some notion of time.
An execution is then defined as a function e : [0, t]→ X from some interval [0, t]
over time to a set X, and another execution f : [0, t′] → X is a prefix of e if
t′ ≤ t and for all τ ∈ [0, t′] it holds that e(τ) = f(τ). This notion of prefixing
leads to an order relation on executions, which on closer inspection satisfies the
following axioms.

Definition 1 (Prefix order) A prefix order 〈U,�〉 consists of a set of execu-
tions U and a prefix relation � ⊆ U× U that is:

• reflexive: ∀a∈U a � a;

• transitive: ∀a,b∈U a � b ∧ b � c ⇒ a � c;

• anti-symmetric: ∀a,b∈U a � b ∧ b � a ⇒ a = b;

• downward total: ∀a,b,c∈U (a � c ∧ b � c) ⇒ (a � b ∨ b � a);

In this definition, only downward totality is special; the other three require-
ments simply say that prefixing is a partial order. Downward totality means
that, although the future of a system may be branching from a given point of
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execution, the past is always totally ordered. In [6], this is called the perfect
recall property of executions: at any point of execution the complete history of
the system so far is remembered. Another way of looking at it, is saying that the
set of executions behaves like a tree structure [7], except that it may be dense
(in continuous systems there is no ’next’ point of execution), there may be no
root (in some systems history is infinite), and there may be multiple trees next
to each other (for example because there are multiple initial states to consider).
Typical examples of prefix orders are, of course, total orders like the natural
numbers 〈N,≤〉 and the real numbers 〈R,≤〉. But also strings over an alphabet
A under their natural prefix order 〈A∗,�〉, and the aforementioned functions of
time.

Two important notions on a prefix order are the future and the history of
an execution.

Definition 2 (History and future) Given a prefix order 〈U,�〉 and an exe-
cution u ∈ U, the history and future of u are defined by

• history: u− , {v ∈ U | v � u};

• future: u+ , {v ∈ U | u � v}.

A map f : U→ V between two prefix orders is then

• order preserving if: ∀u,u′∈U u � u′ ⇒ f(u) � f(u′);

• history preserving if: ∀u∈U f(u−) = f(u)−;

• future preserving if: ∀u∈U f(u+) = f(u)+;

with the obvious lifting f(A) , {f(a) | a ∈ A} of f to subsets A ⊆ U.

Incidentally, the well-known idea of ‘computation trees’ as executions (see e.g.
[9, 5]) is obtained by studying only prefix orders in which each history is a
finite set, while the idea of ‘initial states’ at which a system is turned on is
captured by studying only prefix orders in which each history has a minimum.
Furthermore, one might verify that any history or future preserving function
is an order preserving backward- or forward- simulation, respectively, and vice
versa.

Lemma 1 (Order preservation) Every history preserving function f : U →
V is order preserving, and so is every future preserving function.

Proof Let f be history preserving, and let u, u′ ∈ U such that u � u′.
Then u ∈ (u′)−, and so f(u) ∈ f((u′)−). By history preservation f((u′)−) =
f(u′)−, so f(u) ∈ f(u′)−, from which we conclude f(u) � f(u′). The proof for
future preserving functions is dual to this. �

Lemma 2 (Simulation) An order preserving function f : U → V is history
preserving if and only if for every u ∈ U and v ∈ V with v � f(u) there exists a
u′ � u such that f(u′) = v. Similarly, it is future preserving if and only if for
every u ∈ U and v ∈ V with f(u) � v there exists a u � u′ such that f(u′) = v.
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Proof Let f be history preserving with v � f(u), then v ∈ f(u)− = f(u−).
So there is a u′ ∈ u− such that f(u′) = v, and by construction u′ � u. Reversely,
suppose that f is order preserving and that the condition in the lemma holds.
Then for any u consider the sets f(u−) and f(u)−. By order preservation we
have f(u−) ⊆ f(u)−. Furthermore, for any v ∈ f(u)− we know v � f(u), and
so by assumption there exists a u′ � u with f(u′) = v, and more importantly,
u′ ∈ u− so v ∈ f(u−), thus f(u)− ⊆ f(u−), and therefore f(u)− = f(u)−. The
proof for future preserving functions is again dual to this. �

3 Refinements as history preserving maps

In this section, we study the category of prefix orders with history preserving
maps as morphisms, henceforth referred to as Pfx− . History preserving maps
reflect the property of downward totality, and as such put more emphasis pre-
serving the past than on preserving the future. Even more strongly, the next
theorem shows that the history of an execution in fact contains all information
about that execution.

Theorem 1 (Histories) Any prefix order 〈U,�〉 is isomorphic to its set of
histories 〈U−,⊆〉 under the subset relation, where U− = {u− | u ∈ U}.

Proof It is easy to verify that 〈U−,⊆〉 is indeed a prefix order, provided
that U is a prefix order to start with. Furthermore, every element H ∈ U− is a
subset of U and, by construction, contains a maximum h ∈ H in the ordering
on U. It is also easy to verify that taking this maximum gives us a bijection
max : U− → U that is history preserving, hence by the previous lemma is an
isomorphism. �

In itself, this already justifies the study of prefix orders and history preserv-
ing maps as a category. But further justification can be found in the observation
that a history preserving map f : U→ V models how each execution of U maps
to a (more abstract) execution in V. At every point of execution in U, f tells
you exactly where the system is in V, thus showing how U is a refined version
of the behavior in V. History preserving maps are suitable to describe arbitrary
implementations of a given abstract description. As we will see later, surjec-
tive history and future preserving maps describe correct refinements, in which
all abstract behavior is reflected in the implementation. In such a setting, the
abstract behavior may be considered to be a specification. In the category of
history preserving maps, notions like parallel composition, disjoint union, prefix
closed subsets, arise naturally. The category of surjective history and future pre-
serving maps turns out to be useful for understanding the notion of branching
bisimulation equivalence on general dynamical systems.
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3.1 Parallel composition

In category theory, a product of two objects is usually an object that represents
an arbitrary, or least-assuming, relation between the original two. In the cate-
gory Pfx− , the product of two prefix orders U and V turns out to be the parallel
composition U ‖ V, consisting of all synchronous and asynchronous interleavings
of the executions of U and V.

Ui . . . Uj

P
πj-

� π
i

V

u
6 f j

-

�
f
i

Figure 1: Product

Ui . . . Uj

P �
ιjιi-

V

u
?�

f j

f
i

-

Figure 2: Co-product

Definition 3 (Product) In category theory, a product of a family of objects
{Ui | i ∈ I} is an object P together with a family of morphisms {πi : P →
U | i ∈ I} (called projections), such that for any other object S and family
{fi : S → U | i ∈ I} there exists a unique morphism u : S → P such that
πi · u = fi for all i ∈ I (i.e. there is a unique u such that the diagram in figure
1 commutes for all i and j).

It is well-known from category theory that if a product exists it is unique
upto isomorphism, which means that from now on we will often refer to it as
the product [8].

Definition 4 (Parallel composition) Given a family of prefix orders {〈Ui,�i
〉 | i ∈ I} a joint execution is a set of tuples H ⊆

∏
i∈I Ui, modeling a history of

concurrent points of execution (synchronous as well as interleaving), such that
∃h∈H∀i∈I Hi = h−i and ∀h,g∈H (∀i∈I hi �i gi)∨(∀i∈I gi �i hi). (Here

∏
denotes

the usual Cartesian product on sets, hi denotes the i’th element in a tuple h,
and Hi = {hi | h ∈ H} lifts this to sets of tuples.)

The parallel composition of this family, is the set ‖i∈I Ui of all joint exe-
cutions, ordered by the relation v, defined for all G,H ∈‖i∈I Ui by G v H ⇔
G ⊆ H ∧ ∀h∈H∀g∈G(∀i∈I hi �i gi) ⇒ (h ∈ G). Together with the parallel
composition, the family {πi : (‖j∈I Uj) → Ui} of canonic projections is given
by πi(H) = max(Hi) for every i ∈ I and H ∈‖j∈I Uj.

Lemma 3 For all G,H ∈‖i∈I Ui we find G v H ⇔ ∃h∈H G = {g ∈ H |
∀i∈I g(i) � h(i)}

Proof The if-case follows from the maximum of G, using which we obtain
an h ∈ G, hence h ∈ H, such that G(i) = h(i)−, so for all g ∈ G we have
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g(i) � h(i). From now on, we denote this element h by maxH, since it has
the character of a maximum after projection. The only if case is proven easily
by taking h ∈ H and g ∈ G and observing that h(i) � g(i) for all i implies
h(i) � (maxG)(i) hence h ∈ G. �

Theorem 2 The categorical product of a family of prefix orders is its parallel
composition.

Proof First we easily verify thatv is reflexive, transitive and anti-symmetric.
So the parallel composition is prefix ordered provided that v is also downward
total. Take F,G,H ∈‖i∈I Ui and assume F v H and G v H. If F ⊆ G then it
is easy to verify that F v G, and similarly, for G ⊆ F we find G v F . Finally,
we obtain a contradiction when we assume F 6⊆ G and G 6⊆ F . Take g ∈ G
and f ∈ F such that g 6∈ F and f 6∈ G. Combining g 6∈ F and F v G gives us
g(i) � f(i) for all i ∈ I, but combining f 6∈ G with G v F gives us f(i) � g(i)
for all i ∈ I. From this we conclude f(i) = g(i) using antisymmetry of �, and
finally the contradiction f = g while f 6∈ G and g ∈ G.

Next, we verify that the canonic projections πi are history preserving. To
see this, we use the previous lemma to observe that πi(H

−) = {(maxG)(i) |
G v H} = {g(i) | g ∈ H} = H(i) = max(H(i))− = πi(H)−.

Finally, we verify that the canonic projections indeed provide a categorical
product. For this, consider a family {fi : P → Ui} of history preserving maps.
We must now prove that there exists a unique map u : P→ (‖j∈I Uj) such that
fi(p) = πi(u(p)) for all i ∈ I and p ∈ P.

As a candidate, define u(p) = {h ∈
∏
i∈I Ui ∈| ∃t�p∀i∈I h(i) = fi(t)}, and

use the fact that all fi are history preserving to verify that this function returns
a joint execution for each p ∈ P and is indeed history preserving itself. By
construction fi(p) = πi(u(p)).

To see that the choice of u is unique, consider any function v : P→ (‖j∈I Uj)
satisfying fi(p) = πi(v(p)) = πi(u(p)) for all p. Pick any p ∈ P, pick h ∈ v(p)
and consider the prefix h− ∩ v(p) v v(p). By history preservation, there ex-
ists a t � p such that v(t) = h− ∩ v(p). Furthermore, this prefix has h as
maximum, so πi(v(t)) = h(i) = fi(t) for all i ∈ I. By construction of u we
find h ∈ u(p), hence v(p) ⊆ u(p). Reversely, pick h ∈ u(p) and consider the
prefix h− ∩ u(p) v u(p). By history preservation, we find t � p such that
u(t) = h− ∩ u(p), so πi(u(t)) = h(i) = fi(t) for all i ∈ I. Hence πi(v(t)) = h(i)
for all i ∈ I, hence h ∈ v(t). Since t � p, we find by order preservation
v(t) v v(p), which implies v(t) ⊆ v(p). We conclude h ∈ v(p) and finally,
u(p) ⊆ v(p). Hence u(p) = v(p) for all p ∈ P. �

The reader should be aware that, even though the parallel composition of
prefix orders gives us the expected synchronous and asynchronous executions
of computational and other familiar dynamical systems, there are pathological
prefix orders of which the product is rather surprising. As an example, consider
the set −Ω of ordinal numbers in reversed order, upto (but not including) the
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first uncountable ordinal. Furthermore, consider the set −N of natural numbers
in reversed order. Obviously, both −Ω and −N do not have a minimum. Fur-
thermore, it is well known from topology that any Ω is a (countably) compact
space (see e.g. [12, p.69 ex43.8]), so any sequence in −Ω has a limit in −Ω, which
means that for any order preserving function f : −N → −Ω there is a o ∈ −Ω
with o � f(n) for all n ∈ N. From this we conclude that there is no n ∈ N with
f(n) � o− 1. As a result, −Ω and −N cannot have a joint execution, so, rather
surprisingly, their parallel composition returns the empty set: −Ω ‖ −N = ∅.
How to avoid these examples is a topic of ongoing research. The answer might
be sought in fixing a common generating total order (a time-base so-to-speak)
before composing two prefix orders.

3.2 Alternative composition

Dual to the product, a co-product of two objects is usually an object that
represents an arbitrary union of the original two. It is most restricting, in
the sense that it assumes the objects to have no interaction with each other
whatsoever. In the category Pfx− , the co-product of two prefix orders U and
V is called the alternative composition, and is simply obtained by taking the
disjoint union U ] V of all executions.

Definition 5 (Co-product) In category theory, a co-product of a family of
objects {Ui | i ∈ I} is an object P together with a family of morphisms {ιi :
U → P | i ∈ I} (called insertions), such that for any other object S and family
{fi : U → S | i ∈ I} there exists a unique morphism u : P → S such that
u · ιi = fi for all i ∈ I (i.e. there is a unique u such that the diagram in figure
2 commutes for all i and j).

Definition 6 (Alternative composition) Given a family {〈Ui,�i〉 | i ∈ I}
of prefix orders, the alternative composition or disjoint union is the disjoint
union on sets:

⊎
i∈I Ui = {(i, u) | i ∈ I ∧ u ∈ Ui}. This set is ordered by the

relation v, defined by (i, u) v (j, v) ⇔ i = j ∧ u � v, and equipped with a
family {ιi : Ui →

⊎
j∈I Uj} of canonic insertions given by ιi(u) = (i, u) for all

i ∈ I and u ∈ Ui.

Theorem 3 The categorical co-product of a family of prefix orders is its alter-
native composition.

Proof To verify that
⊎
i∈I Ui is prefix ordered and that its canonic in-

sertions are history preserving is trivial. Furthermore, if we consider a family
{fi : Ui → P} of history preserving maps, it is straightforward to verify that
u(i, xi) = fi(xi) defines a unique history preserving map u :

⊎
i∈I Ui → P such

that u(ιi(xi)) = fi(xi) for all i ∈ I and xi ∈ Ui. Therefore, the disjoint union
is a categorical co-product. �
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3.3 Subobjects

In category theory, the notion of monomorphism is often used to model that
one object is a subobject of another. In the category Pfx− subobjects turn
out to be isomorphic to the prefix-closed subsets of a prefix order. We show
this by proving that every prefix-closed subset has a natural monomorphism
associated with it, and that every source of a monomorphism is isomorphic to
a prefix-closed subset.

T
g-

h
- U ⊂

f- V

Figure 3: Monomorphism

T �
g

�
h

V ��
f

U

Figure 4: Epimorphism

Definition 7 (Monomorphism) In category theory, a morphism f : U → V
is called a monomorphism, denoted with a hooked arrow, and is a witness for U
being a subobject of V, if for every two morphisms g, h : T→ U in that category
we have f · g = f · h ⇒ g = h. I.e. the diagram in figure 3 only commutes
when g = h.

Definition 8 (Prefix-closed subset) Given a prefix order {〈U,�} a subset
X ⊆ U is prefix-closed if for all x ∈ X we find x− ⊆ X.

Theorem 4 A history preserving map is a monomorphism if and only if it is
an injection.

Proof From set theory we know that any injective function is a monomor-
phism, and that monomorphisms carry over to subcategories. So any injective
history preserving map is a monomorphism.

For the reverse direction, assume that f is a monomorphism, and pick
x, y ∈ X such that f(x) = f(y). Firstly, if x � y, then take Z = y−, take
h(t) = t for all t ∈ T, and take g(t) = t for t � x while g(t) = x for x � t. By
construction f ◦h = f ◦ g, so by monicity h = g, and therefore x = y. From this
we conclude that if f(x) = f(y), then x and y are not related by �. Secondly,
now that we have established that any u and v for which f(u) = f(v) are un-
related, we construct the set T = {(u, v) | u ≤ x ∧ v ≤ y ∧ f(u) = f(v)},
order it by (u, v) v (u′, v′) ⇔ u ≤ u′ ∧ v ≤ v′, and construct two func-
tions h, g : T → U defined as h(u, v) = u and g(u, v) = v. We verify that
〈T,v〉 is indeed a prefix order as follows. That it is a partial order is trivial,
but that it is downward total is not. For this, consider (u, v) v (u′′, v′′) and
(u′, v′) v (u′′, v′′) while (u, v) and (u′, v′) are unrelated. This leaves us with
two possibilities, namely u � u′ and v′ � v, or u′ � u and v � v′. But we
also know that f(u) = f(v) and f(u′) = f(v′), so by order preservation either
f(u) � f(u′) = f(v′) � f(v) = f(u) or f(u′) � f(u) = f(v) � f(v′) = f(u′)
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from which we conclude f(u) = f(u′) and similarly f(v) = f(v′). We use
the first observation to conclude u = u′ and v = v′, thus (u, v) = (u′, v′),
contradicting the assumption that (u, v) and (u′, v′) were unrelated. Finally, by
construction the functions g and h are history preserving and satisfy g◦f = h◦f ,
so g = h and in particular x = h(x, y) = g(x, y) = y, from which we conclude
that f is an injection. �

Accidentally, the reader may also verify that (in contrast to the category of
partial orders) monomorphisms are exactly the embeddings, i.e. those functions
f satisfying x � y ⇔ f(x) � f(y) for all x and y. Next, we show that
subobjects are exactly the prefix-closed subsets.

Theorem 5 Every morphism f : U → V selects a prefix-closed subset f(U) =
{f(u) | u ∈ U}.

Proof This follows directly from lemma 2. �

Theorem 6 Given a prefix-closed subset, U ⊆ V, the natural injection ι : U→
V defined by ι(u) = u is a monomorphism.

Proof Trivial. �

Theorem 7 Given monomorphisms f : U → V and g : W → V such that
f(U) = g(W), there exists an isomorphism h : U→W such that g ◦ h = f .

Proof As g and f are injections and f(U) = g(W), we find for every
u ∈ U a unique w ∈ W such f(u) = g(w). Picking h(u) = w it is straight-
forward to verify that this function is a bijection by construction, and history
preserving because f and g are history preserving, hence it is an isomorphism. �

3.4 Quotients

The dual of a monomorphism is an epimorphism. Epimorphisms are often used
to model that one object is a quotient of another. In the category Pfx− quotients
turn out to be isomorphic to the equivalence classes of a particular kind of
backward bisimulation relations, which we will call order contracting backward
bisimulation equivalences.

Definition 9 (Epimorphism) In category theory, a morphism f : U → V is
called an epimorphism, denoted with a double arrow, and is a witness for V
being a quotient of U, if for every two morphisms g, h : V→ T in that category
we find g · f = h · f ⇒ g = h. I.e. the diagram in figure 4 only commutes
when g = h.

9



Definition 10 (Order contracting backward bisimulation equivalence)
Given a prefix order U, a relation ∼ ⊆ U× U is a backward bisimulation if:

• ∀u,v,u′∈U u ∼ v ∧ u′ � u ⇒ ∃v′∈U v′ � v ∧ u′ ∼ v′; and

• ∀u,v,v′∈U u ∼ v ∧ v′ � v ⇒ ∃u′∈U u′ � u ∧ u′ ∼ v′.

Furthermore, a relation is an equivalence if:

• ∀u∈U u ∼ u; and

• ∀u,v∈U u ∼ v ⇒ v ∼ u; and

• ∀u,v,w∈U u ∼ v ∧ v ∼ w ⇒ u ∼ w.

Given an equivalence ∼, we write [u]∼ = {v ∈ U | u ∼ v} for the equivalence
class of u ∈ U.
An equivalence relation is order contracting if

• ∀u,v,w,x∈U u � v ∧ v ∼ w ∧ w � x ∧ x ∼ u ⇒ u ∼ v.

Theorem 8 A history preserving map is an epimorphism if and only if it is a
surjection.

Proof Assume that f is a surjective morphism and take g, h : V → T
with g 6= h, then there exists a v ∈ V with g(v) 6= h(v). Surjection gives us a
u ∈ U with f(u) = v so g(f(u)) 6= h(f(u)), from which we conclude that f is
an epimorphism.
Reversely, assume that f is an epimorphism but not surjective. We show this
leads to a contradiction by picking any v ∈ V for which there is no u ∈ U
with f(u) = v. Observe that lemma 2 now ensures that there is also no u ∈ U
with f(u) ∈ v+, since every history of v+ goes through v. (This is a crucial
observation. In comparison, in the category Pfx+ surjection is not a necessary
condition for an epimorphism and also in the category of partial orders it is
not.) If v is minimal we construct g, h : V → {a, b}, with a and b unordered,
by defining g(w) = a for all w ∈ V while h(w) = a for any w 6= v and h(v) = b.
It is easily verified that g and h are history preserving, and by construction
g · f = g · h, which contradicts the assumption that f is an epimorphism. Simi-
larly, if v is not minimal we construct g, h : V→ {0, 1} by defining g(w) = 0 for
all w ∈ V while h(w) = 0 for any w 6∈ v+ and h(w) = 1 for w ∈ v+. Again it is
easily verified that g is history preserving. To see that h is history preserving
we observe that h(w−) = {0} = 0− for any w 6∈ v+. Furthermore, if w ∈ v+
then we use the fact that v is not minimal to find a w′ ≺ v with (by antisym-
metry) w′ 6∈ v+ to conclude h(w−) = {0, 1} = 1− = h(w)−. By construction
we get g · f = g · h, which once more contradicts the assumption that f is an
epimorphism. �

Theorem 9 Every morphism f : U→ V defines an order contracting backward
bisimulation equivalence on U given by u ∼f u′ ⇔ f(u) = f(u′).
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Proof It is easy to see that ∼f is an equivalence, and that it is a back-
ward bisimulation follows straightforwardly from lemma 2. Finally, assume
u ∼f u′ � u′′ ∼f u′′′ � u, then by order preservation f(u) = f(u′) � f(u′′) =
f(u′′′) � f(u), and by anti-symmetry, f(u) = f(u′′), so u ∼f u′′. Therefore ∼f
is order contracting. �

Theorem 10 Given an order contracting backward bisimulation equivalence ∼
on U, the projection [ ]∼ : U→ U/ ∼ of executions onto their equivalence classes
is an epimorphism.

Proof Let U/ ∼ denote the set of equivalence classes of∼, and letv denote
the ordering on equivalence classes defined by [u]∼ v [u′]∼ iff ∃w,w′∈Uu ∼ w �
w′ ∼ u′. We will prove that v is a prefix order, and that the projection [ ] is an
epimorphism.

Firstly, observe that u ∼ u � u ∼ u, so [u]∼ v [u]∼, so v is reflexive.
Secondly, assume [u]∼ v [u′]∼ and [u′]∼ v [u′′]∼, then there exist w,w′, w′′, w′′′

such that u ∼ w � w′ ∼ u′ ∼ w′′ � w′′′ ∼ u′′. By transitivity and backward
bisimulation of ∼ we find a v′ such that u ∼ v′ and v′ � w′′ � w′′′, so u ∼
v′ � w′′′ ∼ u′′, from which we conclude that [u]∼ v [u′′]∼, hence v is transitive.
Thirdly, assume [u]∼ v [u′]∼ and [u′]∼ v [u]∼, then there exist w,w′, w′′, w′′′

such that u ∼ w � w′ ∼ u′ ∼ w′′ � w′′′ ∼ u. By transitivity and backward
bisimulation we find a v′ and v′′ such that u ∼ v′ � u′ ∼ v′′ � u, and by order
contraction we find u ∼ u′, hence [u]∼ = [u′]∼, hence v is anti-symmetric.
Fourthly, assume [u]∼ v [u′]∼ and [u′′]∼ v [u]∼, then there exist w,w′, w′′, w′′′

such that u ∼ w � w′ ∼ u′ and u′′ ∼ w′′ � w′′′ ∼ u′. Using backward
bisimulation we find v′ and v′′ such that u ∼ v′ � u′ and u′′ ∼ v′′ � u′. Using
downward totality we derive v′ � v′′ or v′′ � v′. Hence u ∼ v′ � v′′ ∼ u′′ or
u′′ ∼ v′′ � v′ ∼ u, from which we conclude [u]∼ v [u′′]∼ or [u′′]∼ v [u]∼, from
which we conclude that v is downward total.

Finally, the projection [ ] is surjective by construction. Also by construction,
if u � u′ then [u]∼ v [u′]∼, so it is order preserving. Finally, if [u]∼ v [u′]∼ then
there exists w,w′ such that u ∼ w � w′ ∼ u′, and by backward bisimulation of
∼ we find an element v such that u ∼ v � u′, so there exists a v � u′ such that
[v]∼ = [u]∼, and by lemma 2, the projection is history preserving. From this we
conclude that it is an epimorphism. �

Theorem 11 Given epimorphisms f : U → V and g : U → W such that
∼f = ∼g, there exists an isomorphism h : V→W such that h ◦ f = g.

Proof Consider the epimorphism f : U → V, and let U/ ∼f denote the
set of equivalence classes of ∼f . Next, verify that U/ ∼f is prefix ordered if
we define [u]∼f

v [u′]∼f
iff ∃w,w′∈Uu ∼f w � w′ ∼f u′. Furthermore, since

the elements of each equivalence class coincide on f , we can lift this map to
f ′ : U/ ∼f→ V by stating f ′([u]) = f(u). This map is an injection by con-
struction and a history preserving surjection because f is an epimorphism. In
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Pfx− every bijective morphism is an isomorphism, and so is f . Finally, since
∼f=∼g, combining the isomorphisms f ′ : U/ ∼f→ V and g′ : U/ ∼g→ W
gives us an isomorphism g′ ◦ (f ′)−1 : V → W which by construction satisfies:
g′ ◦ (f ′)−1 ◦ f = g′ ◦ (f ′)−1 ◦ f ′ ◦ [ ] = g′ ◦ [ ] = g. �

3.5 Small limits and co-limits

Given that we no know how to construct arbitrary products, co-products, sub-
objects and quotients, we can continue to construct any limit or co-limit of a
commuting diagram as the subobject of a parallel composition, or the equiv-
alence classes of an alternative composition, respectively. This very general
construction will be of interest to those familiar with category theory, but not
so much to those interested in dynamical systems. Therefore, we just pose the
claim here and leave the details to the interested reader. Note that further-on
we use the limit construction to create push-outs and pull-backs when we discuss
the notion of branching bisimulation between prefix orders.

Definition 11 (Diagram) Given a category D with a set of objects (i.e. a so-
called small category), a diagram in Pfx− is a functor F : D →Pfx− that maps
the objects of D to prefix orders and the morphisms of D to history preserving
maps, such that F (f ◦ g) = F (f) ◦ F (g) for all morphisms in D.

Definition 12 (Diagram limits) Given a diagram F : D →Pfx− its limit
limF−−−→ is a prefix order with morphisms πd : limF−−−→→ F (d) for each object d ∈ D,

such that F (f) ◦ πd = πe for any morphism f : d → e in D, and furthermore,
for any prefix order V with morphisms π′d that satisfy this condition there is a
unique u : V→ U such that πd ◦ u = π′d for all d ∈ D.

Theorem 12 (Small limit theorem) Given a diagram F : D →Pfx− its limit
is given by the largest prefix-closed subset L ⊆‖d∈D F (d) such that H ∈ L ⇔
∀(f :d→e)∈D∀GvH F (f)(πF (d)(G)) = πF (e)(G).

Definition 13 (Diagram co-limits) Given a diagram F : D →Pfx− its co-
limit limF←−−− is a prefix order with morphisms ιd : F (d) → limF←−−− for each object

d ∈ D, such that ιe ◦ F (f) = ιd for any morphism f : d → e in D, and
furthermore, for any prefix order V with morphisms ι′d that satisfy this condition
there is a unique u : U→ V such that ι′d = u · ιd for all d ∈ D.

Theorem 13 (Small co-limit theorem) Given a diagram F : D →Pfx− its
co-limit is given by the smallest order contracting equivalence ∼ on

⊎
d∈D F (d)

such that ∀(f :d→e)∈D∀x∈F (d) ιF (e)(F (f)(x)) ∼ ιF (d)(x).

4 Bisimulation through history and future pre-
serving surjections

In this section, the previously mentioned result of [9, 5], capturing branching
bisimulation using futures and histories, is generalized to prefix orders. How-
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ever, in contrast to [9, 5], we do not use a relational definition of branching
bisimulation here, but a more categorical definition using spans (as proposed by
[13]) and an alternative one using co-spans.

We first establish the fact that both these alternative definitions capture the
original notion of bisimulation on labeled transition systems. Next, we will show
that the definition using spans does in general not lead to an equivalence on
prefix orders, while the definition using co-spans does. Furthermore, the defi-
nition using co-spans turns out to be a congruence for the parallel composition
and alternative composition.

4.1 Bisimulation on labeled transition systems

Definition 14 (Labeled transition system) A labeled transition system is
a tuple 〈X,A, i,→〉, consisting of a set of states X, a set of observables A, an
initial state i ∈ A, and a transition relation →⊆ X × (A ∪ {τ}) × X with the

unobservable τ 6∈ A. Given a ∈ A ∪ {τ} I write x
a→ x′ for (x, a, x′) ∈→ and

x0
a
� xn+1 whenever there exists a sequence x0 . . . xn+1 such that xi

τ→ xi+1

for every i < n and xn
a→ xn+1.

Definition 15 (Run) A run over a labeled transition system 〈X,A, i,→〉 is a

sequence ρ ∈ ((A ∪ {τ})×X)∗ such that, if ρ is not empty, it holds that i
ρ1(0)→

ρ2(0) and ρ2(n)
ρ1(n+1)→ ρ2(n+ 1) for all n+ 1 ∈ dom(ρ). The set of all runs is

denoted R(→), is prefix ordered in the usual way, and is observed by a function
πA∗ : R(→) → A∗ defined recursively as πA∗(ε) = ε, πA∗(ρ · τ) = πA∗(ρ), and
πA∗(ρ · a) = πA∗(ρ) · a, for a ∈ A.

Definition 16 (Branching Bisimulation) Two labeled transition systems
〈X,A, i,→1〉 and 〈Y,A, j,→2〉 are branching bisimilar if there exists a relation
R ⊆ X × Y such that iR j and

• if xRy, and x
a→1 x′, then either a = τ and x′Ry, or there exist y′, y′′

such that y
τ
�2 y

′ and y′
a→2 y

′′ and xRy′ and x′Ry′′;

• if xRy, and y
a→2 y′, then either a = τ and xRy′, or there exist x′, x′′

such that x
τ
�1 x

′ and x′
a→1 x

′′ and x′Ry and x′′Ry′.

Theorem 14 Two labeled transition systems 〈X,A, i,→1〉 and 〈Y,A, j,→2〉 are
branching bisimilar if and only if there exists a prefix order 〈U,�〉 and a span
(f, g) of history and future preserving (surjective) maps f : U→ Runs(→1) and
g : U→ Runs(→2) such that πA∗(g(u)) = πA∗(f(u)) for every u ∈ U.

Proof To check one direction, assume a span of future and history pre-
serving surjections f : U → Runs(→1) and g : U → Runs(→2) such that
πA∗(g(u)) = πA∗(f(u)) for every u ∈ U. Then create the relation

xRy iff ∃u∈U πX(u) = x ∧ πY (u) = y,
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where πX(u) denotes the mapping of the joint execution u to the current state
in 〈X,A, i,→1〉, and similarly for πY (u).

We now continue to prove that this is in fact a branching bisimulation re-
lation between 〈X,A, i,→1〉 and 〈Y,A, j,→2〉. To see this, note that history
preservation forces the minimum of U to map onto the empty strings over X
and Y , respectively, thus witnessing iRj.

Next, consider x, x′ ∈ X and y ∈ Y such that x
a→ x′ and xRy. By

construction, there exists a u ∈ U such that πX(u) = x and πY (u) = y, so
from u we can derive a run f(u) over X leading to x, and we can lengthen
this execution with an a-step to x′. Future preservation of f then gives us a
u � u′ such that f(u′) ends in x′ and πA∗(u

′) = πA∗(u) · a in case a 6= τ
and πA∗(u

′) = πA∗(u) otherwise. Furthermore observe that there are no points
in between f(u) and f(u′). From this, order preservation of g gives us a run
g(u) upto y and a run g(u′) to some further point y′′′ at which a has been

observed. Thus we know there exist y′ and y′′ such that y
τ
�2 y′, y′

a→2 y′′

and y′′
τ
�2 y′′′ (possibly y′ = y′′ if a = τ). By history preservation of g we

can then find uy′ and uy′′ such that g(uy′) gives the run upto y′ and g(uy′′)
gives the run upto y′′, and u � uy′ � uy′′ � u′. By order preservation, we find
f(u) � f(uy′) � f(uy′′) � f(u′), and because observations πA∗ are preserved
and there are no points between f(u) and f(u′) we find f(u) = f(uy′) and
f(uy′′) = f(u′) hence xRy′ and x′Ry′′. The proof is symmetric when starting

from a transition y
a→ y′.

To check the other direction, assume that there exists a bisimulation relation
R ⊆ X × Y between 〈X,A, i,→1〉 and 〈Y,A, j,→2〉. We can now use the
categorical product discussed further-on in this paper to create the parallel
composition of runs Runs(→1) ‖ Runs(→2), and from it select the subobject
that agrees on the bisimulation relation: U = {H ∈ Runs(→1) ‖ Runs(→2) |
∀H′vH πX(H ′)RπY (H ′)}.

This set is by construction prefix-closed, and using the canonical projections
of the product, it maps to Runs(→1) and Runs(→2) in the obvious history
preserving way.

In general these maps may not be surjective. However, in the particular case
of runs products can be proven to have surjective and future preserving canoni-
cal projections. We leave this to the reader to verify. Given that the projections
of the product are surjective and future preserving, it is straightforward to use
the definition of branching bisimulation to show that the projections from the
subobject U satisfy the conditions of lemma 2, and hence are future preserving
as well. Finally, because all initial states are mapped to, future preservation
implies surjection for those maps as well. �

In the previous section, we argued that history preserving maps model re-
finements of a specification. As a consequence, the above theorem may be inter-
preted as: two specifications are branching bisimilar if and only if they have a
common refinement. In other words, branching bisimulation is a way to define
that two specifications are ‘consistent’ with each other. But there is a second
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alternative to defining bisimulation, which is by saying that two implementa-
tions are branching bisimilar if and only if they have a common specification.
That coincides with the following theorem.

Theorem 15 Two labeled transition systems 〈X,A, i,→1〉 and 〈Y,A, j,→2〉 are
branching bisimilar if and only if there exists a prefix order 〈U,�〉, a co-span
(f, g) of history and future preserving (surjective) maps f : Runs(→1)→ U and
g : Runs(→2)→ U, and a function πA∗ : U→ A∗, such that πA∗(x) = πA∗(f(x))
and πA∗(y) = πA∗(g(y)), for all x ∈ X and y ∈ Y .

Proof To check one direction, assume a co-span of future and history
preserving surjections f : Runs(→1) → U and g : Runs(→2) → U as in the
theorem and create the relation:
xRy iff ∃r∈Runs(→1),r′∈Runs(→2) πX(r) = x ∧ πY (r′) = y ∧ f(r) = g(r′).

We now continue to prove that this is in fact a branching bisimulation rela-
tion between 〈X,A, i,→1〉 and 〈Y,A, j,→2〉. For this, consider the empty run
ε over X. We have πX(ε) = i, and we know that f(ε) is a minimal element of
U. Furthermore, since g is surjective, there is a run over Y that maps to this
minimal element, and by history preservation, this run is minimal, hence it is
the empty run. So f(ε) = g(ε) and πX = i and πY = j, hence iRj.

Next, consider x, x′ ∈ X and y ∈ Y such that x
a→ x′ and xRy. By

construction of R we find that x is reachable by some run r and y is reachable
by some run r′ such that f(r) = g(r′). Furthermore, we can extend r with an
a-step to x′, thus forming a run r0 with r ≺ r0 and πA∗(r0) = πA∗(r)·a. Observe
that there are no points between r and r0, and by order preservation of f we find
g(r′) = f(r) � f(r0). Furthermore, by history preservation we find that there
are no points between f(r) and f(r0) either (since there are no points between r
and r0 that could map to these). Then, by future preservation of g there exists
a run r1 that extends r′ and observes a at a state y′′′. Deconstructing this run

gives us y′, y′′ with y
τ
�2 y′, y′

a→2 y′′ and y′′
τ
�2 y′′′ (possibly y′ = y′′ if

a = τ). Let ry′ , ry′′ be the runs upto these intermediate points respectively, then
order preservation of g, the fact that there are no points between g(r) and g(r1),
and preservation of the observation gives us g(r) = g(ry′) and g(ry′′) = g(r1),

and so xRy′ and x′Ry′′. The proof when starting from a transition y
a→ y′ is

symmetric to this.
To check the other direction, assume that there exists a bisimulation relation

R ⊆ X × Y between 〈X,A, i,→1〉 and 〈Y,A, j,→2〉. We now just construct the
quotient transition system 〈R, A, (i, j),→1,2〉. The runs of the original transi-
tion systems map to the runs of this quotient system in a natural way, which
upon closer inspection (using the properties of branching bisimulation relations)
turn out to be history and future preserving surjections. �

4.2 Bisimulation through spans versus co-spans

Comparing the proof-sketches of the two theorems in the previous section, one
may notice that the first relies on the notion of categorical product, while the
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second one does not. Furthermore, we have previously seen that some products
of general prefix orders behave unexpectedly. Indeed, while the idea of using a
span or co-span of maps to define bisimulation coincides for labeled transition
systems, there are differences when we apply them to prefix orders in general.

Next, we show that on prefix orders the definition using co-spans is to be
preferred over the definition using spans, mainly because the latter does not
yield an equivalence in general. To see why this is so, we first have to define the
general notion of bisimulation using spans and co-spans more precisely.

Definition 17 A labeled prefix order 〈U,�, A, α〉 is a prefix order 〈U,�〉 to-
gether with a labeling function α : U→ A.

Definition 18 Two labeled prefix orders 〈U,�, A, α〉 and 〈V,�, A, β〉 are span
bisimilar, denoted α -s β, if there exists a prefix order 〈W,�〉 and future and
history preserving surjections u : W→ U and v : W→ V such that α◦u = β ◦v.

Definition 19 Two labeled prefix orders 〈U,�, A, α〉 and 〈V,�, A, β〉 are co-
span bisimilar, denoted α -c β, if there exists a third labeled prefix order 〈W,�
, A, γ〉 and future and history preserving surjections u : U→W and v : V→W
such that γ ◦ u = α and γ ◦ v = β.

To see why span bisimilarity is not an equivalence, we only need to label the
prefix orders −Ω and −N using a constant labeling α(ω) = 1 for all ω ∈ −Ω and
β(n) = 1 for all n ∈ −N. Recall from section 3.1 that the product of −Ω and −N
is the empty set, so the only span u : W→ −Ω and v : W→ −N that can exist
between the two (even without considering the labeling) has W = ∅. Obviously,
this span is not surjective, hence −Ω and −N are not bisimilar (−Ω 6-s −N). But
on the other hand, it is easy to verify that −Ω labeled as above is bisimilar to
the singleton prefix order labeled by 1, and −N is also bisimilar to 1 (witnessed
by the span of the identity and the only possible function from each of the prefix
orders to 1). From this we conclude that span bisimilarity -s is not transitive,
hence not an equivalence.

In the remainder of this section, we will focus on co-span bisimilarity, and
show that it is an equivalence and a congruence for parallel composition and
alternative composition.
Theorem 16 (Equivalence) The relation -c on labeled prefix orders is an
equivalence.

Proof That co-span bisimilarity is symmetric is trivial. To see that -c

is reflexive one only has to realize that the identity is a history and future pre-
serving surjection. To see that -c is transitive, assume labeled prefix orders
α : U1 → A, β : U2 → A and γ : U3 → A such that α -c β and β -c γ. Then
by definition there exist labeled prefix orders µ : X12 → A and ν : X23 → A
and future and history preserving surjections f : U1 → X12, g : U2 → X12,
h : U2 → X23, and i : U3 → X23, such that the solid arrows in the the diagram
in figure 5 commute. If we then determine the limit (also called pushout) of
the maps g and h in this diagram, we obtain the prefix order Y with maps
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Figure 5: Co-span bisimulation is transitive. Unlabeled arrows represent iden-
tities.

j : X12 → Y and k : X23 → Y. Furthermore, Y is generated from an order
contracting backward bisimulation ∼ on X12 ] X23, and because g and h are
surjections every y ∈ Y represents an equivalence class in both X12 and X23, and
the maps i and j are surjective. All the elements in these equivalence classes
map to the same point in A, hence we obtain a labeling κ : Y→ A for which the
diagram commutes. Finally, pick x ∈ X12 and y ∈ Y such that j(x) v y. This
means that there exists x′, x′′ ∈ X12 such that x ∼ x′ � x′′ ∼ y. Backtracking
these points along g gives us u, u′, u′′ ∈ U such that g(u) = g(u′) and u′ � u′′.
Furthermore, because g is future preserving, we find u′′′ such that u � u′′′ and
g(u′′′) = g(u′′). By order preservation, this gives us x � g(u′′′) and using the
commuting diagram we find g(u′′′) ∼ u′′ ∼ y, so j(g(u′′′)) = y, from which we
conclude that j is future preserving. In a similar vein k is future preserving,
and so are f ◦ j and k ◦ i, thus witnessing α -c γ. �

Next, we lift the notion of parallel composition and alternative composition
to labeled prefix orders.

Definition 20 (Labeled compositions) Given two labeled prefix orders α :
U→ A, β : V→ B we define their parallel composition α ‖ β : U ‖W→ A×B
by (α × β)(H) = (α(π1(H)), β(π2(H))) for all H ∈ U ‖ V, and we define their
alternative composition α ] β : U ] V→ A ]B by (α ] β)(x) = α(x) for x ∈ U
and (α ] β)(x) = β(x) for x ∈ V.

It is easy to verify that α ‖ β and β ‖ α are isomorphic, hence bisimilar,
and so are α] β and β ]α. But more importantly, bisimulation using co-spans
turns out to be a congruence for these operators.

Theorem 17 (Congruence) Given three labeled prefix orders α : U → A,
β : V → A and γ : W → B such that α -c β, we find α ‖ γ -c β × γ and
α ] γ -c β ] γ.

Proof From the fact that α -c β we can construct κ : X→ A and future
and history preserving surjections f : U→ X and g : U→ X such that κ◦f = α
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and κ ◦ g = β. Now we construct κ ‖ γ and define f ′ : U ‖ W → X ‖ W
and g′ : V ‖ W → X ‖ W by f ′(H) = {(f(u), w) | (u,w) ∈ H} and g′(H) =
{(g(v), w) | (v, w) ∈ H}. It is straightforward to verify that f ′ and g′ are history
and future preserving surjections, thus witnessing α ‖ γ -c β ‖ γ. Dually, we
define construct κ] γ and define f ′′ : U]W→ X]W and g′′ : V]W→ X]W
by f ′′(t) = f(t) if t ∈ U and f ′′(t) = t if t ∈ W, and g′′(t) = g(t) if t ∈ V and
g′′(t) = t if t ∈ W. Also for f ′′ and g′′ it is straightforward to verify that they
are history and future preserving surjections, witnessing α ] γ -c β ] γ. �

5 Discussion and concluding remarks

We have shown that dynamical systems can be modeled as a set of executions
under their natural prefix ordering, and that history preserving maps represent
the refinement of a specification, thus allowing refinements between various
types of dynamics in one unified framework. Furthermore, if refinements are
complete in the sense that all and only specified behavior is refined, then the
corresponding maps are surjective and future preserving.

One of the next steps, is to deal with structured operational semantics in
a categorical fashion. Is it possible to create maps from any operation defined
using structured operational semantics to the components it depends on? In
general, the composition of two systems does not lead to a refinement, so there
will not simply be a history preserving map. For example, the system X

⊎
Y

does not have natural maps back to X and Y. However, there are natural partial
history preserving maps from X

⊎
Y to X and Y. From the point of view of X,

the composition X
⊎
Y is a combination of refinement and specification. The

newly specified part is therefore undefined in the map to X, while the refinement
is mapped in a history preserving way. For the study of operational semantics
in a category theoretic way, I therefore expect that partial history preserving
maps may be helpful. A first exploration of using partial history preserving
maps can be found in [2].

Another possible step, is to add more structure to the notion of prefix or-
der, thus becoming less general but more applicable. Prefix orders really only
model the dynamical properties of a system. If one would like to study timing,
continuity, energy, or other properties, an observation map (like the one used in
section 4.2) is needed. Incidentally, the map used in section 4 is itself a history
preserving map, but other types of maps are conceivable as well. For example,
if π : U → Q and π : V → Q map the executions of two systems to some (par-
tially ordered) quantity Q, one could define that U is an over-approximation of
V if there is a history and future preserving surjection f : U → V such that
π(f(u)) ≤ π(u) for every u ∈ U. Furthermore, the idea of prefixing is intimately
coupled with the notion of concatenation, since prefixing is also often defined
as: x � z iff ∃y x · y = z. It seems therefore reasonable to also study which
semigroups 〈U, ·〉 admit a natural prefix order. Finally, one could also study
probabilistic systems by imposing a measure on the anti-chains of the prefix
order, or one could study continuous systems by making using of the natural in-
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terval topology on prefix orders, and consider continuous maps between a prefix
order and some physical variable.

When the observations on a prefix order change, the notion of bisimulation
should change with it. Luckily, the definition of bisimulation through co-spans
is very flexible in this respect. What is a bit disturbing, is that the defini-
tion through spans does not yield an equivalence. This may upset the general
consensus in process algebra that any implementation can also be seen as a
specification and vice versa. In the field of coalgebra, it was already known
that there are alternative definitions of (strong) bisimulation that do not al-
ways coincide outside the domain of labeled transition systems (see e.g. [11]).
Part of the added value of this paper is that we can now also do it for branch-
ing bisimulation, and part of the value is that the interpretation of morphisms
as refinements gives us an explanation in ‘natural language’ of why the differ-
ence is there. If we consider specifications that have a common implementation
this does not yield an equivalence, because transitivity only occurs when three
equivalent systems also share a single common implementation. If we consider
implementations that have a common specification we do obtain an equivalence,
because two common implementations turn out to always allow a third, even
more abstract, implementation.

In conclusion, adding observations in order to study different types of dy-
namical systems is reminiscent of the definition of executions as functions of
time. Looking back, perhaps we did not succeed in eliminating the notion of
time from our modeling paradigm after all. In stead, we did perhaps succeed
in capturing, in an order theoretic way, the notion of a dynamical system as a
function of branching time.
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